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EODM History and State

- EODM originated as an IBM alphaworks project and then an EMFT component lead by a team at IBM China Research Lab
- EODM gained some users but its original development team has essentially abandoned it (responsibility has been transferred to another group within IBM)
- It's clear from newsgroup and mailing list history that the component is either not active or not open and transparent:
- Similarly, Dash shows CVS activity by remaining EODM committers (lzhang, yyang) is quite low:
- Interest in implementing ODM at Eclipse has been expressed by another party, but this will be pursued in a new MDT sub-project
Archiving EODM

The actions to be taken to archive the EODM component of MDT are:

- Remove the following committers from the MDT project:
  - Lei Zhang
  - Yang Yang
- ZIP up and remove these directories from CVS:
  - /cvsroot/modeling/org.eclipse.mdt/org.eclipse.eodm
  - /cvsroot/modeling/org.eclipse.mdt/org.eclipse.eodm.releng
  - /cvsroot/org.eclipse/www/modeling/mdt/eodm
- Mark the 15 open bugs in Bugzilla as WONTFIX
- Archive and close for further submission the Modeling > MDT > EODM Bugzilla component